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TYPE
VESSEL INNER DIAMETER

(mm)
VESSEL CAPACITY 

(kg)
4973 240–280 12–20
4974 260–300 12–30
6434 340–385 50–60
4975 550–600 180–200

LUBRICATING SETS

Mobile lubricanting 
pump
Type: 6700

- A device designed for lubrication.

- Includes a pump and a pumping 
tube 2.5 m with a termination.

- The device is filled manually into 
a bin of a volume of 13 l.

- The wheels enable easy handling.

Air-operated pump for lubricants
Type: 4973, 4974, 4975, 6434

- Suitable where lubricants are often used.

- Set contains: a truck, pneumatic pump, pressure
membrane, dust lid, locknut, compressed air
cleaning unit, delivery pressure hose 4 m, delivery
nozzle with a chuck joint.

- Delivery 1,500 g/min.

- Max. pressure 40 MPa.

- Set is delivered without a vessel. 

- Vessel can be bought additionally as accessories.

- Sets can be delivered for vessels ranging from
12 to 200 kg.

Mobile lubricating
pump   
- Enables to use an original

lubricating medium,
independently of the power
source.

- Set includes: lubricating gun,
dust lid, pressure diaphragm,
pressure hose 1.5 m, discharge
head with a chuck clutch.

- Suitable for original media
15–20 kg, with the can internal
diameter 240–270 mm.

Manual lubricating pump   
Type: 6431

- Easy operation – capacity: 0.5 l.

- Suitable for all lubricants and fillings.

- Max. delivery: 400 Ba.

- The set consists of: 
lubricating press, 300 mm 
pressure hose, chuck clutch.

Grease press    Type: 7513

New easy FILL 400 gets along without any spring mechanism.
You simply insert a grease cartouche, place a grease tow piston
and set it off. Thanks to a vacuum in the lubricator head the
piston moves to the top all alone and smoothly. Thanks to the
variable Stroke-principle the lubricator is operated easily with
the lever minimum movement.

Technical data: 
Grease press connection on the delivery side: M 10 x 1
Filling volume (cubic cm): 400 
Filling possibilities: 400 g grease cartouche, DIN 1284 (12 511), (12 514) 
Pumping pressure up to (bar): 400 
System burst pressure (bar): 900 
Grease press head burst pressure (bar): 1,200 
Grease press pipe wall thickness (mm): 1

Specifications:
Grease tube M 10 x 1, 300 mm long
Chuck grease coupling M 10 x 1 
Tow piston, 10 pieces
Ergonomic handle, non-slipping, very good transmission system and
manual lifting. The device processes NLGI 2 fats at 10 °C as a minimum.
Cylindrical thread on the grease press tube is shock proof and enables
quick and simple screwing on.
Fast bleeding by turning the grease press tube by half a revolution.
Designed for use in harsh conditions.

Type: 4976

13 l
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